Course Description: This course will teach participants how to examine and measure objectives within cost, schedule, and cultural issues. Risk for this program is examined as defining the probability of the project. This course will examine risk identification, risk communication, and risk planning. This course will follow one or more of Project Management Institute’s knowledge areas of the PMBOK® Guide.

Method of teaching: Students will learn tips, techniques and processes through webinars, which can be accessed 24/7 and completed at their own pace. Remember, though, that you must complete the course within 60 days.

Course Objectives:
Objective 1: Define risk
• Examine sources of risk
• Define risk management
• Analyze signals of risk
• Describe risk trade-off

Objective 2: Evaluate how to confront attitudes on risk
• List techniques for confronting risk
• Examine how to conduct risk analysis
• Examine ranking
• Discuss scenario
• Examine statistical process control
• Describe risk turmoil
• Discuss performance risk
• Discuss system risk
• Discuss process risk

Objective 3: Examine how to managing risk plans
• Discuss transferring risk
• Examine monitoring risk

Objective 4: Develop risk teams
• Create a special response team

(Continued on next page)
Objective 5: Define the processes of risk management

- Examine the process of Plan Risk Management
- Examine the process of Identify Risks
- Examine the process of Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis
- Examine the process of Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis
- Examine the process of Plan Risk Responses
- Examine the process of Implement Risk Responses
- Examine the process of Monitor Risks